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Abstract




Counting plays a fundamental role in many scientific fields including chemistry, physics,
mathematics, and computer science. There are two approaches for counting, the first relies on
analytical tools to drive closed form expression, while the second takes advantage of the combina-
torial nature of the problem to construct an algorithm whose output is the number of structures.
There are many algorithmic techniques for counting, they cover the explicit approach of counting
by listing to the approximate approach of counting by sampling.
This thesis looks at counting three sets of objects. First, we consider a subclass of boolean
functions that are monotone. They appear naturally in great variety of contexts including com-
binatorics, cryptography, voting theory, and game theory. Next, we consider permutations of
n pairs of numbers, called Skolem sequences. These sequences are employed in several areas
including construction of Steiner triple systems, binary sequences with controllable complexity,
interference resistant codes, and graph labeling. Finally, we consider a variation of the n-queens
problem, called the queens of the night. This constraint satisfaction problem is not just a recre-
ational puzzle, but rather it is useful in designing conflict free access in parallel systems. In each
case we verify previously known values and provide the next unknown exact value(s) in the
counting sequence. Furthermore, we approximate the count for the next unknown values in the
sequence by employing a sampling procedure.
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”What’s one and one and one and one and one
and one and one and one and one and one?”
”I don’t know,” said Alice, ”I lost count.”
Through the Looking Glass, 1871
Lewis Carroll
Counting and listing elements of a finite set play a fundamental role in many scientific fields.
They are integral in the design and analysis of systems, and often shed light on the solution to a
problem. For example, chemists and physicists often ask ”how many possible configurations does
the system posses?” And computer scientists and mathematicians often ask ”what are the running
time and space demands of an algorithm?” Furthermore, the question itself is interesting, that is
”How many …” or ”List all …” objects that have some property p.
There are two general approaches for counting combinatorial structures. The first approach
relies on analytical tools to drive a closed form expression often parameterized by a single integer.











E.C. Catalan (1814-1894). The sequence of numbers is named after him and denoted by C(n).
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Interestingly, many enumeration questions in combinatorics lead to this same result. In fact it
was L. Euler (1707-1783) who first described the sequence in the 18th century while counting the
number of ways of triangulating a polygon. Only later in the 19th century Catalan discovered the
connection to parenthesized expressions. Other equivalent structures include binary trees with
n + 1 leaves, non-crossing partitions of n element set, and many types of lattice paths subject
to a variety of conditions. Stanley 1999, has compiled a list of over two hundred such problems
which all lead to this expression.
The second approach is to construct an algorithm whose output is the number of structures.
Where the algorithm is made efficient by exploiting the underlying combinatorial structure of
the problem. For instance determining the number of spanning trees of a graph. Kirkhoff 1847,
showed that the number of spanning trees in a undirected graph is equal to any cofactor of the
Laplacian matrix (the difference between the graph’s degree matrix and its adjacency matrix) of
the graph. This is commonly referred to as Kirchhoff’smatrix tree theorem. Since the determinant
of a matrix can be computed in polynomial time by Gaussian elimination, it follows that the
number of spanning trees in an undirected graph can also be computed in polynomial time.
Counting problems are natural extensions of search problems. That is instead of asking ”does
there exist a solution …?”, we ask ”how many solutions exists …?” Clearly, counting problems as-
sociated with NP-complete problems are NP-hard. Since knowing the size of the solution set
answers the decision problem as well, that is whether the solution set is empty or not. Further-
more, there are many polynomial time search problems whose associated counting problems are
solvable in polynomial time. For instance counting the number of spanning trees, or the number
of Eulerian paths in a graph. Making it tempting to think that counting is no harder than search-
ing. However this is wrong, as there are counting problems that are harder than their decision
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problem counter parts. The canonical example being the case of perfect matching in bipartite
graphs. A perfect matching in a bipartite graph can be found in polynomial time, yet counting
the number of perfect matchings in a bipartite graph requires an exponential amount of time.
Valiant 1979, introduced the class #P-complete to establish the hardness of counting problems,
and compiled a list of #P-complete problems. Similar to the class NP-complete, #P-completeness
is defined by a Turing reduction where the generic #P-complete problem is counting the number
of satisfying assignments of a given Boolean formula (#SAT ). The additional requirement for the
reduction is that it must preserves the number of solutions.
For almost all pairs ofNP-complete problems there exist polynomial transformations between
them that preserve the number of solutions. Making them equivalent not only as far as the
existence of solutions but also in counting the number of solutions. Hence it is tempting to think
that the counting version of an NP-complete problem is #P-complete. However this is not known
to be true, and it remains an open problem. Thus showing that a counting problem is #P-complete
does not follow directly from the fact that the decision problem is NP-complete.
1.1 List, Sample, and Count
There are many algorithmic techniques for counting. We primarily consider two such ap-
proaches. First, the most natural approach to counting, that is listing the items one by one.
This approach typically follows a recursive backtracking algorithm. Second, we consider an ap-
proximation approach to counting, that is by drawing random samples from the (unknown) set of
configurations in order to estimate the number of configurations. This approach typically follows
a Markov Chain Monte Carlo procedure.
3
Backtracking
A natural approach to counting is to list all the elements of the set systematically. This is typically
accomplished through the use of a recursive backtracking algorithm. A computational method
for constructing all combinatorial objects that satisfy a given set of constraints. The core idea is
to build solutions by extending partial solutions in all possible ways. Conceptually, the (partial)
solutions can be seen as the nodes of a search tree. Where each partial solution is the parent of
candidate (partial) solutions which differ from it by a single extension. The leaves of the tree are
then solutions that can not be extended any further.
For instance, by representing partial solutions as tuples (s1, s2, . . . , sn), we can then con-
struct S , the set of all possible elements sn+1 that can extend the partial solution such that
(s1, s2, . . . , sn, sn+1) is also a valid (partial) solution. The Backtracking search then starts with
the empty tuple, as the root of the search tree, and traverses the tree recursively in a depth first
manner. The efficiency of the algorithm then depends on how well we are able to detect partial
solutions that cannot possibly lead to a valid final solution. This pruning of the partial solutions
is taken care of in the set of choices of S for extending the partial solution. The procedure is
summarized by algorithm 1.
Algorithm BackTrack Search(n, (s1, s2, . . . , sn))
if (s1, s2, . . . , sn) is a valid solution then
return (s1, s2, . . . , sn);
end
else
S ← {σ : (s1, s2, . . . , sn, σ)is a valid partial solution};
for σ ∈ S do
BackTrack Search(n+ 1, (s1, s2, . . . , sn, σ));
end
end
Algorithm 1: Backtracking Algorithm
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In typical problems the number of elements generated is exponential in the size the input.
Therefore generating them will require an exponential amount of time. Hence, Johnson, Yan-
nakakis, and Papadimitriou 1988, define three measures of complexity for list generation algo-
rithms that do not depend solely on the size of the input but rather take into account the size of
the output as well. They are polynomial total time, incremental polynomial time, and polynomial
delay.
Polynomial total time is the weakest notion of polynomiality that can be applied to a listing
problem. It requires that the time taken by the algorithm to list all elements be bounded by
a polynomial in the size of the input and the output. Notice that even this weakest notion of
polynomial running time is not always possible since there may be some fundamental difficulties
in generating each element.
A slightly stronger notion is that of incremental polynomial time. In this case the running
time depends on the input size and the current partially generated list. This captures the ideal
that the listing algorithm should not take too much time between two successive outputs, while
being allowed to look at all the previously generated elements.
The strongest notion is that of polynomial delay. In this case the elements are generated in
some order one after the other in such a way that the delay between two consecutive elements
is bounded by a polynomial in the size of the input. Thus polynomial delay implies incremental
polynomial time which in turn implies polynomial total time.
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
A common approach for obtaining a polynomial running time is to relax the requirement of
exactness and instead try to find an approximate count. In this case we rely on drawing random
samples from the set of configurations in order to estimate the size of the solution set. The
general technique then is to first use some property to partition the set of configurations , Ω,
into two sets, those that poses the property, A, and those that do not, A. Next the fraction of
configurations that contain the property, pA, is estimated by drawing random samples from the
set of configurations. In case the size ofA is not known the same procedure is used recursively to
estimate its size by partitioning it with some other property. Let |̃A| be the estimate obtained for
the size of A. Then the estimate for total number of configurations is |̃Ω| = |̃A| 1
pA
. The choice of
the property selected at each level of the recursion is arbitrary. The only requirement is that the
fraction of configurations possessing the property be bound away from zero. This ensures that
the number of samples needed to estimate the fraction, and the number of levels of the recursion
to reach a base case are relatively small.
For example consider counting the number of perfect matchings in a graph. Assume we have
a function, F , that returns a perfect matching on a graph uniformly at random. Choose an edge,
e1, to partition the matchings in two, those that contain e1 and those that do not. Approximate
the fraction of perfect matchings in the graph that contain e1 by sampling a number of perfect
matchings from G using F .
Now we need to count the number of perfect matchings in G that contain e1. We can apply
the same procedure, by first constructing a graph G1 from G by removing e1, its end points, and
all incident edges. Now we use another edge, e2, inG1 to partition the matchings inG1. Using F
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we sample a number of matchings fromG1 and obtain the fraction of matchings inG1 containing
e2. This process is continued until there are no more edges to be removed.
Now consider all the fractions found. Each time we remove an edge and generate samples
from a new sub-graph, we are actually computing the number of perfectmatchings on the original
graph that use the edges from the previous steps. Therefore when we multiply the ratios together
we get a nice cancellation effect that results in
1
# perfect matchings in G
And as the number of samples drawn at each step increases the more accurate approximation of
the ratio is obtained, and more accurate count is found.
The crucial step here is how do we sample from an unknown and complicated distribution? This
is precisely what the Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique is answering. More formally, letΩ be
a finite set (the set all valid configurations) and let w : Ω → R+ be a weight function. Then the
goal of MCMC is to sample x ∈ Ω with probability p(x) = w(x)
Z
, where Z =
∑
x∈Ω w(x). That is,
MCMC outputs a random sample, x, from Ω drawn according to probability p(x).
This sampling from a probability distribution is based on constructing a Markov chain that
has the desired distribution as its stationary distribution. For Markov chains, the stationary
distribution theorem states that for a long enough chain, the probability of being in some state
is independent of the history of getting to that state. Hence the state of the chain after a large
number of steps can be used as a sample from the desired distribution. There are two properties
which are required for this theorem to hold,
1. the chain should be irreducible, that is for every pair of states there should be a nonzero
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probability for reaching one state from the other.
2. the chain should be aperiodic, that is every state should reoccur with irregular intervals.
These two properties together are called the ergodic property of the Markov chain. It has been
shown that ergodic chains have a unique stationary distribution.
It is not difficult to construct a Markov chain with these properties. The first is achieved
by having a fully connected state space, and the second is achieved by having a transition from
every state to itself with non zero probability. The difficulty of the problem is in determining
the number of steps needed to converge to a stationary distribution. A good chain will reach
the stationary distribution quickly from any arbitrary position. This is referred to as the rapid
mixing property. In general the quality of the samples obtained improves with longer runs. For
details on Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique, theory, and variations see the text by Liu 2008.
For applications to counting see the survey by Jerrum and Sinclair 1996.
Algorithm Markov Chain Monte Carlo()
x0 ← a valid configuration;
for i = 1, . . . , N do
x∗ ← candidate solution in the neighborhood of xi−1;
α← probability of accepting x∗;
u← uniform random number on [0, 1];








Algorithm 2: MCMC Algorithm
Many problems come from physical systems, where Ω is the set of states the system can
poses. Each state of the system, x ∈ Ω, has an associated energy, E(x), and the probability of
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finding the system in that state is given by the Gibbs distribution p(x) = exp(−βE(x))
Z
, where β, is
the inverse of temperature. The Gibbs distribution favors low energy states. This effect increases
as a function of the temperature. At low temperatures the system is almost certainly in a low
energy state, while at high temperatures the Gibbs distribution is close to uniform.
The most widely studied physical system is the Ising model of ferromagnetism. The model
was invented by the physicist W. Lenz (1888-1957) who gave it to his student Ising 1924, 1925 to
study. Here the system is modeled by a d-dimensional square lattice. Each vertex has a charge
+1 or −1. The energy of a configuration x is E(x) = −
∑
xi∼xj xixj . The standard approach for
MCMC sampling then is to select a random vertex at each step and set its spin with appropriate
probability conditioned on the spin of its neighbors. Such a chain then converges to the Gibbs
distribution of the configuration space of the system. For further details see Cipra 1987, McCoy
and Wu 2014, Ohno, Esfarjani, and Kawazoe 2018.
1.2 Overview
This thesis looks at counting three sets of objects. A subclass of boolean functions that are mono-
tone, a permutation of n pairs of numbers called Skolem sequences, and a variation of the n-
queens problem called the Queens of the Night.
Contributions
In chapter 2 we propose a backtracking algorithmwith pruning to generate and count the number
of inequivalent Monotone Boolean Functions (MBF ). The pruning enables us to reduce the search
space, and generate all inequivalent monotone boolean functions of seven variables in a fraction
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of time taken by the procedure of Stephen and Yusun 2014. In addition to confirming the count
of inequivalent MBFs with seven variables we count the sub family of functions that have no
symmetries, and find that there are 468, 822, 749 many inequivalent MBFs with seven variables
that have the maximum number of equivalent forms. This is the next unknown number in the
sequence number A220879 of The online encyclopedia of integer sequences.
Even with this dramatic reduction in the search space, counting the number of inequivalent
monotone boolean functions of eight variables remains a daunting task, and can not be accom-
plished without significant computing power. Hence, we provide a numerical lower bound of
1, 392, 123, 939, 633, 987, 512. A slight improvement over the trivial lower bound of assuming
that every monotone boolean function has the maximum number of equivalent forms. This is
accomplished by considering a subfamily of functions that has fewer equivalent forms. In par-
ticular we consider the subset of functions that are also self dual and count them. This is the
sequence number A008840 of the OEIS. We report that there are 6, 001, 500 inequivalent self
dual monotone boolean functions with eight variables. Finally, we obtain a closed form for the
number inequivalent monotone boolean functions with two minimal terms
1
24
(2n3 + 3n2 − 2n) for even n
1
24
(2n3 + 3n2 − 2n− 3) for odd n
In chapter 3 we compute the number of solutions to the Skolem pairings problem, S(n) ¹, and
to the Langford variant of the problem, L(n) ². The exact value of these numbers were known
for any positive integer n < 24 for the first sequence and for any positive integer n < 27 for the
¹Note S(n) = 0 when n ≡ 2, 3 mod 4
²Note L(n) = 0 when n ≡ 1, 2 mod 4
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second sequence. First we find the exact number of solutions for both sequences for any n < 30.
Particularly, we report that
S(24) = 102, 388, 058, 845, 620, 672
S(25) = 1, 317, 281, 759, 888, 482, 688
S(28) = 3, 532, 373, 626, 038, 214, 732, 032
S(29) = 52, 717, 585, 747, 603, 598, 276, 736
L(27) = 111, 683, 611, 098, 764, 903, 232
L(28) = 1, 607, 383, 260, 609, 382, 393, 152
These values were computed using an Algebraic counting technique first proposed by Godfrey
in 2002 for counting the number of Langford sequences. Godfrey never published his method,
however it is mentioned by Habbas, Krajecki, and Singer 2001, and it features on Miller’s website
dedicated to the Langford’s Problem. The algorithm was implemented and executed on NVIDIA’s
CUDA parallel computing platform. The unprecedented amount of parallelism available in the
Graphics Processing Units (GPU ) makes it a natural platform to accelerate combinatorial count-
ing problems. However they are not an ideal platform as there can be ”silent errors” which may
lead to incorrect output, as shown by Tiwari et al. 2015. In order to catch any silent errors and
reduce the possibility of an erroneous result each GPU job was ran twice on separate GPUs. In
case of an error the result would not match, and the job was ran a third time to establish a match
and determine the correct result.
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Second we employ a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method to approximately count these se-
quences. Experimentally, we show that there was no error for n < 12 and that the error was
less than one percent for 12 ≤ n ≤ 29. Using this method we report the following approximate
values: S(32) ≈ 2.2× 1026, S(33) ≈ 3.6× 1027, L(31) ≈ 5.3× 1024, and L(32) ≈ 8.8× 1025.
In chapter 4 we count the number of solutions for the non attacking Queens of the Night
problem, sequence A102388 of The online encyclopedia of integer sequences. We verify the count
up to and including boards of size 32 × 32. We find a new count for board size of 33 × 33 ³.
Furthermore, we count the solutions for board size of 34× 34. Specifically,
QN(33) = 5, 229, 256, 232
QN(34) = 25, 844, 576, 040
These values are computed by taking advantage of the symmetry group of the square using a
backtracking algorithm. This allows us to count not only all solutions but also the unique solution,
those that exhibit no symmetry, point symmetry, and rotational symmetry as well. The results
are shown in table 4.4. Finally, we use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method to continue the
count and provide approximate values for larger board sizes. The results are shown in table 4.5.





Boolean functions are {0, 1} valued functions of a finite number of {0, 1} valued variables. They
are named after George Boole (1815−1864), a seventeenth century English mathematician, who
initiated their use in mathematical logic. They are one of the most fundamental and well studied
objects in computer science, and form the binary computations that are the bases of all digital
circuits. Since there are 2n vectors in {0, 1}n, there are 2(2n) n-variable boolean functions.
An interesting subclass of boolean functions is the set of functions that are monotone. A
boolean function is said to be monotone if and only if replacing a zero in the input vector with
a one can only increase its value. That is if x⃗ ≼ y⃗ then f(x⃗) ≤ f(y⃗) for any x⃗, y⃗ ∈ {0, 1}n. In
propositional logic these are precisely the formulas which can be formed using only the AND (∧)
and OR (∨) connectives, where negations are not allowed. Table 2.1 lists sixteen, 2(22), boolean
functions with two variables, six of which have the monotone property. They are the constant 0
function, f0(x, y) = 0, the AND function, f1(x, y) = x∧y, the left projection function, f3(x, y) =
13
input f0 f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10 f11 f12 f13 f14 f15
x, y ⊥ ∧ ⊃ L ⊂ R ⊕ ∨ ∨ ≡ R ⊂ L ⊃ ∧ ⊤
0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0, 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1, 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1, 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1















Figure 2.1: The free distributive lattice with 2 generators. The corresponding monotone boolean
functions with 2 variables from table 2.1.
x, the right projection function f5(x, y) = y, the OR function, f7(x, y) = x∨ y, and the constant
1 function, f15(x, y) = 1.
First to count the number of monotone boolean functions was the nineteenth century Ger-
man mathematician Richard Dedekind (1831−1916). What he was interested in was the number
of elements in a free distributive lattice with n generators. Notice that the family of all boolean
functions on n inputs together with the logical AND (∧) and OR (∨) operations form a distributive
lattice. First, the AND and OR operations distribute over each other. Second, any pair of mono-
tone boolean functions, f1 and f2, have a unique least upper bound, f1 ∨ f2, their join, and a
unique greatest lower bound, f1∧f2, their meet. Other equivalent structures include anti-chains









5 7, 581 Church 1940
6 7, 828, 354 Ward 1946b
7 2, 414, 682, 040, 998
Church 1965
Berman, Burger, and Kohler 1975
8 56, 130, 437, 228, 687, 557, 907, 788
Wiedemann 1991
Fidytek et al. 2001
Table 2.2: Known values of number of monotone boolean functions. The online encyclopedia of
integer sequences, sequence number A000372
In 1897, Dedekind, counted the number of elements in a free distributed lattice having at
most four generators. After about forty years, Church, obtained the count for five generators.
Following them Ward, in 1946, counted the case of six generators. In 1965, once again Church
was able to push the boundary and obtain the count when there are seven generators. Lunnon
1971 found a different count for seven generators. The disagreement in the value was settled by
Berman, Burger, and Kohler 1975 who verified the count obtained by Church. Finally, the last
known exact value, the case of n = 8, was computed by Wiedemann in 1991, and confirmed ten
years later, in 2001, by Fidytek et al.. The counts are available inThe online encyclopedia of integer
sequences, sequence number A000372, shown in table 2.2.
The first seven values were computed using a generate and count methodology. Following
the observation that there is a one to one correspondence between the functions with n-variables
and those with (n− 1)-variables. Namely, any pair of functions f0 and f1 of n− 1 variables such
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that f0 ≤ f1, define a function f of n-variables
f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = (f0(x1, x2, . . . , xn−1)) ∨ (f1(x1, x2, . . . , xn−1) ∧ xn)
This observation can be applied recursively, with k applications, the generation of all functions
with n-variables can be seeded with all functions on n− k variables. Wiedemann 1991, applied
this observation twice,
f(x0...n) = (f00(x0...n−2))∨(f01(x0...n−2) ∧ xn−1)∨(f10(x0...n−2) ∧ xn)∨(f11(x0...n−2) ∧ xn−1 ∧ xn)
and made the additional observations that f01 and f10 are independent of each other. Further-
more, f00 ≤ (f01 ∧ f01), and f11 ≥ (f01 ∨ f10). Using these observations he directly counted the
number of monotone boolean functions with eight variables starting with the functions of six
variables without generating any of the eight variables functions. Fidytek et al. 2001, extended
this approach and were able to directly count the monotone boolean functions of eight variable
by starting with the four variable monotone boolean functions. Another approach for counting
these functions is a logic based method, which was first presented by Tombak, Isotamm, and
Tamme 2001. The basic idea behind this approach is to describe the monotonicity property for
boolean functions and construct a propositional formula. Then use a procedure to count the
number of satisfying assignments to the constructed propositional formula.
Computing these numbers is difficult and in fact, Provan and Ball 1983, showed that the
problem of counting antichains in a partial order is a member of the #P-complete class. This




















Table 2.3: Upper bounds on the number of monotone boolean functions.
to the number of monotone boolean functions, namely 2(
n
⌊n/2⌋). This follows the observation that
all subsets of length ⌊n
2
⌋ of a set of n-elements are pairwise disjoint. Any subset of these subsets
form an anti-chain, which in turn defines a monotone boolean function. For the upper bound
there are a series of ever improving bounds, starting with Gilbert in 1954, then Korobkov from
1962 to 1965, followed by Hansel in 1966 and Kleitman in 1969.
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, for odd n
An interesting subset of monotone functions is the set of functions that are also self dual.
A monotone boolean function is self dual if f(α⃗) = f(α⃗) for all α⃗ ∈ {0, 1}n. For instance the
2-variable left and right projection functions are self dual. This follows since f3(x, y) = f3(x, y),
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x, y f3(x, y) 1− f3(x, y) f5(x, y) 1− f5(x, y)
0, 0 0 0 0 0
0, 1 0 0 1 1
1, 0 1 1 0 0
1, 1 1 1 1 1
Table 2.4: The self dual monotone boolean functions of two variables. The left and right projection
functions, f3(x, y) = f3(x, y) = 1− (1− x) = x, and f5(x, y) = f5(x, y) = 1− (1− y) = y.
and f5(x, y) = f5(x, y). Table 2.4 shows the truth table for these functions.
Alternatively we can view these functions as a set of maximally linked system on a set of n
points. Let X be a finite set, and S a collection of subsets of X . The family of sets S is linked
when every pair of sets have a none empty intersection. The set S is maximally linked when
there is no strictly larger collection of subsets of X that is linked. For instance, let X = {x, y},
then Sl = {{x}, {x, y}}, and Sr = {{y}, {x, y}} are two maximally linked systems, respectively
representing the left and right projection functions. A maximally linked system must contain
either s ⊆ X , or its complement X\s. It can not contain both since every pair of sets in the
system must contain a non empty intersection. It must contain one or the maximality condition
will be violated. Therefore, every maximally linked system has size 2n−1.
Counting the number of self dual monotone functions was first carried out in the setting
of maximally linked system. In 1966, Jensen was able to count systems with up to six points.
Followed by Brouwer and Verbeek, in 1972, who obtained the count for seven points. Mills and
Mills, in 1979, computed the count for eight points. While studying order dimension of complete
graphs, Hoşten and Morris Jr 1999, confirmed the count for point systems containing at most
six points. Finally, in 2013, Brouwer, Verbeek, Mills and Mills, obtained the count for a system
on nine points. The known values for number of maximally linked systems on at most nine











7 1, 422, 564 Brouwer and Verbeek 1972
8 229, 809, 982, 112 Mills and Mills 1979
9 423, 295, 099, 074, 735, 261, 880 Brouwer et al. 2013
Table 2.5: The number of self dual monotone boolean functions. The online encyclopedia of integer
sequences, sequence number A001206.
are shown in table 2.5. The asymptotic behavior for the number maximally linked system on n
points, λ(n), was studied by Brouwer et. al., and it was shown that log2 λ(n) ∼ log2D(n− 1).
Here we are concerned with counting the number of inequivalent monotone boolean func-
tions, denoted by R(n). Two monotone boolean functions are said to be equivalent, f ∼ g, if
there exists a permutation, σ, such that f(x1, . . . , xn) = g(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(n)). That is one function
can be obtained from the other by renaming the variables. For instance the two variable left and
right projection functions, fl(x, y) = x and fr(x, y) = y, are equivalent, with σ = (yx).
The general strategy for counting the inequivalent monotone boolean functions follows a
generate and count methodology. All the functions are generated one by one, reduced to some
canonical form (e.g. smallest or largest representation), and recorded in a table if not previously
added. It is easy to see that the time spent by such strategies is proportional to n! × D(n) and
space needed is proportional toR(n). Thus making it a challenge to generate all the inequivalent
monotone functions with seven or more variables.
Stephen and Yusun 2014, rose to the challenge and devised a distributed strategy for count-










6 16, 353 Ward 1946a
7 490, 013, 148 Stephen and Yusun 2014
Table 2.6: Known values of number of inequivalent monotone boolean functions. The online
encyclopedia of integer sequences, sequence number A003182.
monotone boolean functions according to a profile vector, (a1, a2, . . . , an), where the ith compo-
nent of the vector is the number of minimal terms of the function which are i-sets. For monotone
boolean functions with seven variables, there are about a hundred thousand profiles. Along side
this classification they reduce the work of generating some of the functions by taking advantage
of some symmetries within the functions. While still needing to do n! work to find the canonical
representation of a generated function. Using their approach along with several computational
clusters theywere able to generate all of the inequivalent monotone boolean functions with seven
variables in about one year. They approximated the total CPU time taken was about eight years.
The known values of inequivalent monotone boolean functions are listed in The online ency-
clopedia of integer sequences as sequence numberA003182, and are shown in table 2.6. The subset
of those functions that exhibit no symmetry were also counted and are listed as sequence number
A220879, and shown in table 2.7. The inequivalent self dual monotone boolean functions were
counted by Knuth 2005 and are listed in The online encyclopedia of integer sequences as sequence
number A008840, and shown in table 2.8.
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n 1 2 3 4 5 6
count 1 1 0 0 7 7281
source Stephen and Yusun 2014
Table 2.7: Number of inequivalent monotone Boolean functions of n variables with no symme-
tries. The online encyclopedia of integer sequences, sequence number A003182.
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
λinequivalent(n) 0 1 1 2 3 7 30 716
source Knuth 2005
Table 2.8: Known values of number of inequivalent self dual monotone boolean functions. The
online encyclopedia of integer sequences, sequence number A003182.
Related work
Dedekind’s question of counting antichains in boolean lattice was extended by Carroll, Cooper,
and Tetali 2009, by considering two generalization of the boolean lattice. First, the chain product
partially ordered set, [t]n, and second, the partially ordered set of partially defined functions, Fn,k.
They provide asymptotic for the logarithm of the number of antichains of both these partially
ordered sets. Another generalization studied by Kilibarda and Jovovic 2004, is the problem of
counting m-antichains of k-bounded multisets on an n-set. They provide explicit formulas for
the case when 1 ≤ m ≤ 4, 1 ≤ k, and 0 ≤ n. Furthermore, the question can be extended to any
ranked unimodal partially ordered set that has the the Sperner property.
In computer science monotone boolean functions appear naturally in many areas. For in-
stance, in nonlinear signal processing, where nonlinear filters are used for the removal of non
additive noise. Each n variable function can be used to define a stack filter of window width n, as
shown by Astola et al. 1997; Shmulevich et al. 1995; Wendt, Coyle, and Gallagher 1986. In coding
theory, Ito, Kobayashi, and Nakamura 2007, showed monotone boolean functions correspond to
1-semi distance codes of length n. In game theory, Riquelme and Polyméris 2011, showed they
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correspond to n-player simple games with the minimal winning form being equivalent to the
minimal term of the monotone boolean function. In computational biology, Haus, Klamt, and
Stephen 2008 related the problem finding a minimal set of states to disable biochemical reaction
networks to finding the minimal terms of a monotone boolean function.
Furthermore monotone boolean functions naturally arise in convex programming. Gurvich
and Khachiyan 1999, investigate the complexity of generating the irredundant conjunctive / dis-
junctive normal forms for various input representations of a monotone boolean function. In
property testing, many researchers have studied the monotone property, including Alon et al.
2001; Dodis et al. 1999; Ergün et al. 2000; Fischer et al. 2002; Goldreich et al. 1998, where in gen-
eral they deal with posets which are hypercubes of different sizes and dimensions, and provide
testers whose complexity is poly-logarithmic in the size of the domain. Similarly in machine
learning, algorithms have been developed for learning monotone boolean functions by Blum,
Burcht, and Langford 1998; Torvik and Triantaphyllou 2002.
2.2 Counting all monotone boolean functions
Boolean function is a mapping of n-bit input vector to single output bit, f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}.
There is an order relation on a pair of bits, 0 ≤ 0, 0 ≤ 1, 1 ≤ 1, and a partial order relation for any
pair of n-bit vectors x⃗ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and y⃗ = (y1, y2, . . . , yn), x⃗ ≼ y⃗ if and only if xi ≤ yi for
all i. The function, f , is said to be monotone if whenever x⃗ ≼ y⃗, then f(x⃗) ≤ f(y⃗). The minimal
terms of a monotone boolean function are defined as the set of minimal vectors, x⃗ ∈ {0, 1}n, that
make the function true. That is any input below x⃗ in the boolean lattice evaluates to 0, and every
y⃗ ≽ x⃗ evaluates to 1 by virtue of monotonicity. For instance the eight three variable monotone
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(1,1,1) (1,1,0) (1,0,1) (1,0,0) (0,1,1) (0,1,0) (0,0,1) (0,0,0)
x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3 x2 ∧ x3 x1 ∧ x3 x3 x1 ∧ x2 x2 x1 ⊤
Table 2.9: The eight monotone boolean functions of three variables with one minimal term. The
boolean lattice and minimal vector that the function evaluates to true.
functions with one minimal term are listed in table 2.9. It follows that any monotone boolean
function can be expressed as a disjunction of clauses, where each clause represents a minimal
term. This is known as the minimal disjunctive normal form (DNF) of the function.
This implies a simple procedure for generating all monotone boolean functions of n-variables.
Starting with all monotone functions with one minimal term, generate all functions with two
minimal terms by taking disjunctions of one minimal term functions with each other. Having
generated all two minimal term functions, generate all three minimal term functions by taking
disjunctions of two minimal term functions with one minimal term functions. Continuing until
all monotone functions are generated. Additionally, this procedure must take care to avoid dupli-
cation of functions. This approach was first proposed by Shmulevich et al. 1995. This description
is a kin to breath first traversal of a tree where the root of the tree is the contradiction function.
Instead of this breath first generation approach, we are interested in a depth first approach
for generating all the functions. Before we describe the algorithm, we need to introduce some
notation for representing functions. Every boolean function of n-variables is represented com-
pactly by a vector of 2n bits where the ith bit represents the output of the function corresponding
to an input state, B(i), where B(i) is the bit vector representation of the decimal number i. For
instance f = x1∧x2 is represented by 10001000 and g = x3 by 11110000. Furthermore, disjunc-
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7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
⊤ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
x1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
x2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2
x1 ∧ x2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3
x3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 4
x1 ∧ x3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 5
x2 ∧ x3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
Table 2.10: Bit vector representation for the eight monotone boolean functions of three variables
with oneminimal term. Where function i’s minimal vector is the binary representation of decimal
digit i.
tion of functions can easily be formed by taking disjunction of their bit vector representations,
(e.g. f ∨ g = (x1 ∧ x2) ∨ x3 is 11111000). There are 2n functions with one minimal term, cor-
responding to all possible settings of the n-variables. This gives rise to a natural ordering for
these functions, index from 0 to 2n−1. Table 2.10 depicts the notation for the monotone boolean
functions of three variables with one minimal term.
Algorithm 3 generates all monotone boolean functions of n variables. Staring with contradic-
tion function all functions are generated in a depth firstmanner by recursively taking disjunctions
with functions of one minimal term. A function f and one term i are compatible, that is their
disjunction forms a new function if and only if i is not subsumed by any of the one terms present
in f and no one term present in f is subsumed by term i. The former condition is satisfied if ith
bit of function f is 0. The later condition is satisfied by considering the one terms in increasing
order. Figure 2.2 depicts the tree representation of all monotone boolean functions with three
variables. The algorithm traverses the tree in depth first manner from right to left (note that the
bit vector index 0 is on the right).




























































































































Figure 2.2: The tree representation of the 20 monotone boolean functions of 3 variables. Ten
functions in the double box comprise the set of inequivalent functions.
Data: OneTerms, an array, of length 2n, containing all the functions with one minimal term,
where the ith element is the function whose minimal vector is the binary vector
representation of i.
Algorithm Generate Count MBFs From(function, index)
sum← 1;
for i← index to 2n − 1 do
if function[i] is not set then
nextFunction← function ∨OneTerms[i];




Algorithm 3: Recursively generate all functions, by taking disjunctions with functions with one
minimal term. Starting the procedure with the contradiction function and index zero, (⃗0, 0),
will produce all monotone boolean functions.
Proof. There are two cases, first all functions are generated at least once, and second every func-
tion is generated at most once. To see that each function f is generated at least once, let f ’s
minimal DNF contain k clauses, c1, . . . , ck. Each clause represents a minimal vector, v⃗ci . Con-
sider the minimal vectors in increasing order, v⃗c1 < . . . < v⃗ck . Starting at the root, taking
disjunctions with the minimal vectors in increasing order defines a path in the recursion tree
which leads to a node representing f . To see that each function is generated at most once, for
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sake of contradiction assume there are two nodes in the tree that represent f . Then there must
exists two paths in the tree that lead to f . Therefore two different minimal DNF representation
of f . But this is not possible since f can have only one minimal DNF representation.
2.3 Counting inequivalent monotone boolean functions
We begin by modifying algorithm 3 to count only the inequivalent monotone boolean functions.
Two monotone boolean functions, f ∼ g, are equivalent if there exists a permutation, σ, such
that f(x1, . . . , xn) = g(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(n)). That is one function can be obtained from the other
by renaming the variables. Every monotone boolean function can have as many as n! equiv-
alent forms. Therefore we need to choose some canonical representation of the function. We
choose the lexicographically largest function among all possible permutations of the function as
the canonical representation of the function. For instance the three variable monotone boolean
functions f = x1 ∧ x2, f ′ = x1 ∧ x3, and f ′′ = x2 ∧ x3 are all equivalent and lexicographically
largest among them is x2 ∧ x3 which will be the canonical form representing all three functions.
From the perspective of bit vector representation of the function, the permutations of a function
are obtained by permuting the 2n coordinates of bit vector. Table 2.11 shows permutations of the
bit vector representation of f = x1 ∧ x2.
Corollary 2.3.0.1. Algorithm 3 generates the canonical form of every function exactly once.
By lemma 2.2.1, algorithm 3 generates everymonotone boolean function ofn variables exactly
once. In particular the canonical form of a function is generated once at some point. Therefore, to
count all inequivalent functions we can simply count only those functions that are in the canon-
ical form, thus avoiding the need for keeping a lookup table of functions as in other methods.
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permutation of coordinates bit vector function
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 10001000 (x1 ∧ x2)
7 6 3 2 5 4 1 0 10100000 (x1 ∧ x3)
7 5 3 1 6 4 2 0 10100000 (x1 ∧ x3)
7 3 5 1 6 2 4 0 11000000 (x2 ∧ x3)
7 3 6 2 5 1 4 0 11000000 (x2 ∧ x3)
7 5 6 4 3 1 2 0 10001000 (x1 ∧ x2)
Table 2.11: Permutations of the coordinates of the bit vector representation for three variable
functions, applied to function (x1 ∧ x2), whose bit vector representation is 10001000.
Figure 2.2, shows the twenty, three variable monotone boolean functions, ten of which are in the
canonical form, comprising the set of inequivalent functions.
Next we reduce the number functions that are generated while searching for the inequivalent
functions. The pruning is based on the simple observation that for any pair of neighboring nodes,
fleft and fright, for every node in the sub-tree rooted at fleft, there exists some function in the
sub-tree rooted at fright that subsumes it. In terms of the bit vector notation, for every fli ∈ Tleft
there exists some function, frj ∈ Tright such that f⃗li ≺ f⃗rj . For instance, in figure 2.2 every
function in the sub-tree rooted at x1, 10101010, is subsumed by its neighbor to the right, the ⊤
function, 11111111.
Lemma 2.3.1. for two neighboring sub-trees, Tl and Tr, if there does Not exists a function fr ∈ Tr
in the canonical form then there are no function fl ∈ Tl in the canonical form
Proof. If there are no functions in the right sub-tree which are in the canonical form, then for
every function, fri ∈ Tr, there must exists some permutation, σi, of the variables that results in a
lexicographically larger instance of the function. Any function in the left sub-tree, flj ∈ Tl, such
that f⃗lj ≺ f⃗ri is not in the canonical form either. Since permutation, σi applied to flj will produce
a lexicographically larger instance of the function. Hence the left sub-tree can not contain any
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functions in the canonical form either.
Lemma 2.3.1, implies a simple pruning rule, exploring from right to left in a depth firstmanner,
cut any sub-tree of a node whose neighboring right sub-tree does not contain any inequivalent
functions. Algorithm 4, depicts these modifications of algorithm 3. Figure 2.3 shows the tree for
monotone boolean functions of four variables, with and without the pruning.
Theorem 2.3.2. Algorithm 4 generates and counts all inequivalent monotone boolean functions.
Proof. correctness of the algorithm follows from lemma 2.2.1 and lemma 2.3.1.
Data: OneTerms, an array, of length 2n, containing all the functions with one minimal term,
where the ith element is the function whose minimal vector is the binary vector
representation of i
Algorithm Count Inequivalent Function From(function, index)
sum← 0;
if function is in its canonical form then
sum← sum+ 1
end
for i← index to 2n − 1 do
if function[i] is not set then
nextFunction← function ∨OneTerms[i];
s← Count Inequivalent Function From(nextFunction, i+1);
if s == 0 then






Algorithm 4:Generating and counting inequivalent monotone boolean functions of n variables
Results
Some notes about implementation of algorithm 4 are in order before we discuss our results. First,
we can precompute the n! permutations for the coordinates of the bit vector representation of
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Figure 2.3: Top, the complete tree for monotone boolean functions with four variables, containing
168 nodes. Bottom, the actual search tree containing 89 nodes. The blue & white nodes are the
generated functions that are in the canonical (largest) form, the red & black nodes are generated
functions which are not in the canonical form.
the functions. Second, the process can start at any node in the tree. For instance, we can start the
process once for each function with one minimal term, and add the results, not forgetting to add
one for the 0⃗ function, 1 +
∑
imbf (⃗i, i). The advantage here is that the number permutations
can be reduced. That is, any permutation that maps any of the set bits in the one term i, to
a position less than i can be removed from consideration. Furthermore, every time the depth
is increased more bits are set and possibly more permutations can be ignored. Moreover, we
can have a shifted version of the base function in order to reduce the time for computing the
permuted versions of functions that are in its sub-tree. Third, in addition to precomputing the
permutations, it is advantageous to dynamically reorder the permutations. Since a permutation
that causes function to be rejected is also likely to cause its children to be rejected.
We implement the algorithm in c/c++, on a platform running Linux operating system, with
GNU compiler. We run the procedure on two platforms, first raspberry pi model 2B, second intel
i7-3770 in single thread, and multi thread variations. Parallelization of the algorithm is a simple
matter. Any node in the tree can be executed as a separate task. Therefore we have a great deal of
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6 8.280sec 0.306 sec
7 2845.903min 113.19min 29.79min
Table 2.12: Time taken to generate and count all inequivalent monotone boolean functions.
n T (n) T (n)/D(n) R(n)/D(n) T (n)/R(n)
0 2 1.0 1.0 1.0
1 3 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 6 1.0 ∼ 0.8333 1.2
3 19 ∼ 0.95 0.5 1.9
4 90 ∼ 0.5357 ∼ 0.1785 3.0
5 756 ∼ 0.0997 ∼ 0.0277 3.6
6 35, 345 ∼ 0.0045 ∼ 0.0021 ∼ 2.16
7 589, 375, 289 ∼ 0.0002 ∼ 0.0002 ∼ 1.202
Table 2.13: Number of functions generated in search of inequivalentmonotone boolean functions,
T(n), compared to the set of all monotone boolean functions, D(n).
freedom in choosing how to subdivide the computational tree. In our case we divided the tree by
the one term functions. However, it should be noted that this does not divide the problem evenly.
For example, in the case of seven variable functions the sub-tree rooted at one term f(3⃗1) has
about 44million nodes, about 40million of which are part of inequivalent set of functions. While
the sub-tree rooted at f(3⃗2) has only seven nodes and only one of them is in the inequivalent
set. However, if needed any particular task whose root node has k terms, can subdivided into a
number sub tasks whose root functions have k + 1 terms. Table 2.12 shows the computations
times for various settings. And Table 2.13 shows the size of the explored tree. As n increase a
significantly smaller portion of monotone functions are generated.
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A lower bound on R(8)
Even with this dramatic reduction in search space, it is still quite difficult to count the number
of inequivalent monotone functions with eight variables. However we can still provide some
bounds on R(8). Since each function can have atmost 8!− 1 other equivalent version, we know
that
R(8) ≥ ⌈D(8)/(8!)⌉ = 1, 392, 123, 939, 203, 560, 464
We can improve this lower bound some what by considering the recursive structure of the search
tree for monotone boolean functions of seven variables and those with eight variables. In partic-
ular notice the recursive structure of functions with one minimal term. The one term functions





. Table 2.10 illustrates this recursive structure for one, two, and three variable
one term functions. Observe that for monotone boolean functions with eight variables, the one
term functions 27, . . . , 28− 1, are shifted versions of the one term functions with seven variable.
That is, these one term functions are obtained by taking conjunction of the one term functions
with seven variables with the last variable, x8. It follows that the subtrees rooted at functions
27, . . . 28−1 is identical in size and shape to the subtrees for 7 variable one term functions. Since
we know the total size of the tree for seven variables monotone functions, D(7), and we know
the number of inequivalent monotone functions in this tree,R(7), we can compute a better lower






+R(7) = 1, 392, 123, 939, 633, 685, 665
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This is an improvement of over four hundred and thirty million. We can further improve this
lower bound by considering highly symmetrical functions, which do not have 8! equivalent forms.
One such subset of functions are those that are self dual and montone.
In order to count the number of inequivalent self dual functions with eight variables, we
modify algorithm 3 to count self dual functions. Notice lemma 2.3.1 is not applicable unless an
entier right branch of sub tree rooted at function is generated. We find that there are
λineq(8) = 6, 001, 500
inequivalent self dual monotone boolean functions with eight variables. Furthermore, notice that
there is exatly one function in the set of functions rooted at the one terms 27, . . . , 28 − 1 which
is self dual, that is the function whose minimal vector is 27. Knowing λ(8) and λineq(8) and the
size of the intersection, we can improve the lower bound by over three hunder thousand.
R(8) ≥ 1, 392, 123, 939, 633, 987, 512
2.4 Number of inequivalent monotone boolean functions with
two minimal terms
One way to classify monotone boolean functions is by the number of minimal terms in the func-
tions minimal DNF representation. From Sperner’s theorem, Engel 1997, and the equivalence of
monotone boolean functions and anti chain of n set, we know that a monotone boolean function


























Table 2.14: Closed formulas for number of inequivalent monotone boolean functions with k min-
imal terms.
sions for monotone boolean functions with 1, . . . , 10 minimal terms. In the case of inequivalent
monotone boolean functions we find closed formula for functions with 2 minimal terms, shown
in table 2.14. Additionally, table 2.15 shows the complete classification inequivalent monotone
boolean functions upto seven variables, and partial counts for eight to twelve varaible functions.








mal terms. In the first case there is only one function such that no settings for variables can
make the function true, that is the contradiction function. Since it is the only such function
it must be part of the inequivalent set of functions. In the second case, the number of mini-
mal terms is maximized. There are two cases, when there are even or odd number of variables.
When n is even, there is exactly one function with maximimum number of minimal terms. This
function is a disjunction of cluases, where each clause is a conjunction of n/2 of the variables,
∨s⊂P([n]):|s|=n/2∧i∈sxi. When n is odd, there are exactly two functions with themaximumnumber
of minimal terms. They coresspond to minimal DNF functions where each clause contain exactly
⌊n/2⌋ variables, ∨s⊂P([n]):|s|=⌊n/2⌋ ∧i∈s xi, or exactly ⌈n/2⌉ variables, ∨s⊂P([n]):|s|=⌈n/2⌉ ∧i∈s xi.
These are the only functions with maximum number of minimal terms, Hence, they are part of
the inequivalent set of functions.






























































Figure 2.4: Number of choices for |t1∩t2|. Left figure shows the case when n is even. Right figure
shows the case when n is odd.







= 2n. Form each group we can only
choose one to be in the set of inequivalent functions, this gives us n+ 1 inequivalent monotone
boolean functions with one minimal term. Lexicographically largest representative functions are
fn = (x1 ∧ x2 ∧ . . .∧ xn−1 ∧ xn), fn−1 = (x2 ∧ . . .∧ xn−1 ∧ xn), …, f2 = (xn−1 ∧ xn), f1 = (xn),
and f0 = (⊤).
Finally, we consider inequivalent monotone boolean functions with two minimal terms. For
the first term, t1, we are free to choose a term with 1, 2, 3, . . . , n− 1 variables. Whith out loss of
generality assume the second term, t2, has at least as many variables as the first, |t1| ≤ |t2|. To
count the number of inequivalent functions with |t1| = i and |t2| = j variables, we group them by
the number of variables which the terms have in common. It is easy to see thatmax{0, i+j−n} ≤
|t1 ∩ t2| ≤ i − 1. For instance when n = 4 and |t1| = |t2| = 2, then 0 ≤ |t1 ∩ t2| ≤ 1,
and there are two choices, either the terms are disjoint or they posses a common variable, e.g.
(x2 ∧ x3) ∨ (x1 ∧ x4) or (x2 ∧ x4) ∨ (x3 ∧ x4). There are two cases, even and odd number of
variables, figure 2.4 depicts the number of choices for all pairs i, j such that i ≤ j.
It is easy to see from figure 2.4 that number of inequivalent monotne boolean functions with
two minimal terms, R2(n), is the sum of triangular numbers. In the even case it is the sum of
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T (2k) for odd n
where T (n) is the nth triangle number,
∑n





(2n3 + 3n2 − 2n) for even n
1
24
(2n3 + 3n2 − 2n− 3) for odd n
2.5 Conclusions
We have propsed a simple backtracking algorithm with pruning for generating and counting the
number of inequivalent monotone boolean functions. Additionally we demonstrated the ease by
which this computation can be distributed. Given sufficient resources it may be possible to find
the exact count of inequivalent functions with eight variables using this approach. However,
it is impossible to go beyond that with such a method. It remains an open problem to directly
count the inequivalent functions without generating the functions. Furthermore, we have shown








minimal terms. Another open question is to find closed form expressions with other




















































































































































































































































































































































TheNorwegian mathematician, Skolem 1957, 1959, was first to consider the problem of distribut-
ing the numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2n in n pairs (ar, br) such that br − ar = r for r = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n. For
example when n = 4, one possible distribution of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in four pairs
with differences 1, 2, 3, 4 is (7, 8) (3, 5) (1, 4) (2, 6). He named such pairings a ’1, +1 system’.
At about the same time, Langford 1958, a Scottish mathematician, devised a similar problem
while observing his son playing with a set of colored blocks. He noticed that his son had arranged
a set of six blocks, two red, two blue, and two green, such that the pair of red blockswere separated
by a single block, the pair of blue blockswere separated by two blocks, and the pair of green blocks
were separated by three blocks. Furthermore, he noticed he can add a pair of yellow blocks to
the arrangement in a way that would preserve the distances of the previous blocks while having
the yellow pair be separated by four blocks. As shown in figure 3.1.
Capturing this idea using numbers, he asked the following question: ”given a sequence of 2n
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Figure 3.1: Langford block arrangement. Two red, two blue, and two green, such that the red
blocks separated by a single block, the blue blocks separated by two blocks, the green blocks
separated by three blocks. Furthermore, a yellow pairs is added such that they are separated by
four blocks.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 5 2 3 2 4 5 1 1 4
Figure 3.2: Nickerson version of Langford’s problem. Pairs of numbers k should be separated by
k − 1 other numbers. When n = 5 one such sequence is 3,5,2,3,2,4,5,1,1,4. This is equivalent of
Skolem’s ’1,+1 system’.
numbers {1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , n, n}, is there a permutation in which the two copies of each number k are k
units apart?” For instance, when n = 4 the sequence 2, 3, 4, 2, 1, 3, 1, 4 is one such permutation.
Nickerson et al. 1966, proposed a variant of Langford’s problem in which the pair of num-
bers k should be separated by k − 1 (instead of k) other numbers. This variant is equivalent to
Skolem’s ’1,+1 system’. For instance, when n = 5 the sequence 3,5,2,3,2,4,5,1,1,4 is equivalent
to partitioning the numbers 1, . . . , 10 into the five pairs (8, 9) (3, 5) (1, 4) (6, 10) (2, 7) with the
differences 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. This is shown in figure 3.2.
The first natural question to ask is: ”for which n do such pairings exist?” That is, for a given
n, we are looking for necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such a sequence.
In the case of the Skolem problem the existence question was answered by Skolem in 1957. He
showed that a pairing exists if and only if n ≡ 0, 1 mod 4. His result follows the observation
that all the n pairs occupy the positions 1 to 2n in some order and that the first occurrence of r
is at position ar while the second is at position ar + r. Furthermore, he provided a method for
constructing such sequences, it is reproduced in table 3.1.
Davies 1959 answered the existence question for the Langford formulation. He showed that
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n = 4k
(4k + r, 8k − r) r = 0, . . . , 2k − 1,
(2k + 1, 6k), (2k, 4k − 1),
(r, 4k − 1− r) r = 1, . . . , k − 1,
(k, k + 1),
(k + 2 + r, 3k − 1− r) 0, . . . , k − 3.
n = 4k + 1
(4k + 2 + r, 8k + 2− r) r = 0, . . . , 2k − 1,
(2k + 1, 6k + 2), (2k + 2, 4k + 1),
(r, 4k + 1− r) r = 1, . . . , k,
(k + 1, k + 2),
(k + 2 + r, 3k + 1− r) r = 1, . . . , k − 2.
Table 3.1: Skolem’s construction of a solution to the Skolem pairing. The graphical representation
is for n = 8. When |br − ar| = r is even the pair is connected by a blue line, otherwise the pair
is connected by a red line.
n = 4k − 1
4k-4, …, 2k, 4k-2, 2k-3, …, 1, 4k-1,
1, …, 2k-3, 2k, …, 4k-4, 2k-1,
4k-3, …, 2k+1, 4k-2, 2k-2, …, 2,
2k-1, 4k-1, 2, …, 2k-2,
2k+1, …, 4k-3
n = 4k
4k-4, …, 2k, 4k-2, 2k-3, …, 1, 4k-1,
1, …, 2k-3, 2k, …, 4k-4, 4k,
4k-3, …, 2k+1, 4k-2,
2k-2, …, 2, 2k-1, 4k-1, 2, …, 2k-2,
2k+1, …, 4k-3, 2k-1, 4k
Table 3.2: Davies’ construction of a solution to the Langford pairing. The graphical representation
is for n = 8 where the even pairs are connected by a blue lines and the odd pairs by red lines.
a sequence exists if and only if n ≡ 0, 3 mod 4 using similar arguments to those employed to
show the existence of the Skolem’s sequences. He also provided a method for constructing such
a sequence. His method is reproduce in table 3.2.
We are concerned with a second question that is frequently asked: ”how many sequences are
there?” There are two counts associated with the Skolem sequence in The online encyclopedia of
integer sequencesA004075 andA059106. The former counts all the sequences while the later con-
siders reflected sequences to be equivalent. For instance, the pair of sequences 4, 2, 3, 2, 4, 3, 1, 1
and 1, 1, 3, 4, 2, 3, 2, 4 are considered to be distinct sequences in the first and the same in the
second. When n > 1, the count of these sequences are related to each other by a factor of two,
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Problem Date Person Computer Time Language
S(4− 5) Feb-69 John Miller IBM 1130 ? ?
S(8− 9) Feb-69 John Miller IBM 1130 ? ?
S(12− 13) Mar-89 John Miller VAX ? ?
S(16) Feb-99 John Boyer Intel ? ?
S(17) Feb-99 John Boyer Intel ? ?
S(20) Mar-02 Mike Godfrey Pentium III 65.5 hours FORTRAN
S(21) Mar-02 Godfrey/van Bruchem AMD/Pentium <week FORTRAN
L(3− 4) 1958 C. Dudley Langford Hand ? ?
L(7) 1959 Roy O. Davies Hand ? ?
L(7− 8) May-67 Dave Moore TRW-130 5m, 40m FORTRAN
L(7− 8) Nov-67 Glen F. Stahly ? ? ?
L(7− 8) Nov-67 John Miller IBM 1130 ? FORTRAN
L(7− 8) Nov-67 Malcolm Holtje ? ? ?
L(7− 8) Nov-67 Robert Smith ? ? ?
L(7) Nov-67 Thomas Starbird ? ? ?
L(7− 12) Nov-67 E. J. Groth SDS 930 <day FORTRAN
L(11− 12) 1968? John Miller IBM 1130 ? Asm
L(15) Sep-80 John Miller VAX 11/780 ? Pascal
L(15) Feb-87 Frederick Groth Commodore 64 15.5 days Asm
L(16) Feb-87 Frederick Groth Commodore 64 122.4 days Asm
L(15) Jul-89 Andrew Burke Cogent XTM ? C
L(16) Jul-89 Andrew Burke Cogent XTM 120hours C
L(16) May-94 John Miller Dec Alpha ? ?
L(19) May-99 Rick Groth Team Mac/Pentium 2 months C
L(19) Jul-99 John Miller DEC Alpha 2.5 years C
L(19) Mar-02 Ron van Bruchem Pentium 6 hours FORTRAN
L(20) Feb-02 Godfrey/van Bruchem AMD/Pentium 1 week FORTRAN
L(23) Apr-04 Krajcki Team Sun/Intel 4 days Java/CONFIIT
L(24) Apr-05 Krajcki Team 12− 15 processors 3 months Java/CONFIIT
Table 3.3: Contributors to the count of the number of Skolem and Langford sequences from
Langford’s Problem.
because no sequence is a palindrome. Similarly, there are two counts for the Langford sequence,
A176127 and A014552, where the second counts reflected sequences as the same. John Miller
maintains a dedicated web page Langford’s Problem which documents many aspects of these se-
quences. Table 3.3 is taken from his website and summarizes the finding of the known counts of
these sequences.
Related Work
The first generalization, called hooked Skolem sequence, was introduced by Skolem 1959. Here the
numbers 1, 2, . . . , 2n − 1, 2n + 1 are distributed into n pairs with differences 1, 2, . . . , n. Such
sequences were further studied by O’keefe 1961. A variation of the hooked sequence was studied
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by Rosa 1966 were the skip was allowed to occur in themiddle of the sequence. Later Abrham and
Kotzig 1981 generalized such sequences by allowing the skip to occur anywhere in the sequence.
They called these sequences the extended Skolem sequences. Further generalizations, called the
near Skolem sequence and the near hooked Skolem sequence, were later introduced by Stanton
and Goulden 1981. Another generalization called the disjoint Skolem sequence was introduced by
Shalaby 1991. The adaptation of sequences to graphs, called Skolem labeling, was introduced by
Mendelsohn and Shalaby 1992, and was studied in paths, trees and cycles.
Finally, Nordh 2008 studied Skolem sequences with different set of integers and set of differ-
ences and introduced the perfect Skolem set,multi Skolem set, and the generalized multi Skolem set
problems. Many other generalizations have been studied as well due in part to their importance
in design theory.
3.2 Counting the number of Skolem sequences
There are three approaches to count the number of sequences. The first approach, proposed by
Miller Langford’s Problem, is to systematically generate all possible valid pairings and count them.
The algorithm proceeds by placing the pairs in decreasing order, starting with leftmost available
position where the pair can fit into. Once the pair is placed the algorithm tries to place the next
smaller pair, if it can not be placed then the previously placed pair needs to be moved to the next
available valid position. The algorithm stops when all possible positions for the largest pair have
been explored. A second approach first proposed by Godfrey in 2002, is tomodel the problem by a





The number of pairings is then the coefficient of the term x1x2 . . . x2n. A third approach is based
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on the principle of inclusion exclusion, first proposed by Larsen 2009. Letting each set, Ai, be the
set of invalid pairings that avoid the position i in the universe of all possible pairings, A∅. The
valid pairings then are those that avoid no positions, A1 ∩ . . . ∩ A2n. The cardinality of this set
is the number of sequences, |A∅| − |A1 ∪ . . . ∪ A2n|.
We implement Godfrey’s algebraic method on NVIDIA’s CUDA parallel computing platform
to count the number of sequence. We present the details of the algorithms in the following section
from the perspective of counting Skolem sequences, while considering reflected sequences as
distinct. The algorithm is easily modifiable to count the Langford sequences instead.
Algebraic Counting Method
An algebraic method for counting the number of sequences was proposed by Godfrey in 2002.
There is no official paper on the algorithm, however it is mentioned by Habbas, Krajecki, and
Singer 2001 and Miller’s website on Langford’s Problem. As such we provided complete details of
this method.
In this approach the problem is modeled by a polynomial where each term represents the








For instance when n = 4, X = (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8), and
F (4, X) =(x1x2 + x2x3 + x3x4 + x4x5 + x5x6 + x6x7 + x7x8)
(x1x3 + x2x4 + x3x5 + x4x6 + x5x7 + x6x8)
(x1x4 + x2x5 + x3x6 + x4x7 + x5x8)
(x1x5 + x2x6 + x3x7 + x4x8)
where each of the factors represents the possible ways in which a label and position can appear
in the solution. For instance the pair of 4′s can be placed in the first and fifth or second and
sixth or third and seventh or fourth and eight positions, represented by the factor (x1x5+x2x6+
x3x7 + x4x8). When the polynomial is expanded, the coefficient of the term where all variables
appear is then the number of possible pairings (twice that if reflected solutions are considered the
same). When F (4, X) is expanded the coefficient of the the term x1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8 is 6, which
correspond to sequences
4, 2, 3, 2, 4, 3, 1, 1 (x7x8)(x2x4)(x3x6)(x1x5)
3, 4, 2, 3, 2, 4, 1, 1 (x7x8)(x3x5)(x1x4)(x2x6)
4, 1, 1, 3, 4, 2, 3, 2 (x2x3)(x6x8)(x4x7)(x1x5)
2, 3, 2, 4, 3, 1, 1, 4 (x6x7)(x1x3)(x2x5)(x4x8)
1, 1, 4, 2, 3, 2, 4, 3 (x1x2)(x4x6)(x5x8)(x3x7)
1, 1, 3, 4, 2, 3, 2, 4 (x1x2)(x5x7)(x3x6)(x4x8)
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Computing this coefficient by expanding the polynomial is rather difficult and just as time con-
suming as generating and counting the number of solutions since there are (2n−1)!
(n−1)! terms. How-
ever evaluating a polynomial is relatively easy. Therefore, to obtain the relevant coefficient,
Godfrey suggests evaluating the polynomial while allowing each variable to take on the values
1 and −1, and summing resulting value of the product of the variables with valuation of the


























Proof. To see the result, first notice that there are 22n evaluations of the polynomial. Next con-
sider each term in F (n,X) other than x1 . . . x2n, each of them is missing at least one variable.
Consider the case when exactly one variable is missing, say xi, then these terms when multiplied
by xi and summed over choice of xi = +1 and xi = −1 result in zero. Now consider what hap-
pens when there are k missing variables, xi1 , . . . , xik , then there are 2k choices for settings these
variables, exactly half of the time the product of xi1 . . . xik evaluates to +1 and the other half the
product evaluates to −1. For a fixed choice for all other variables, summing over all choices for
xi1 . . . xik results in zero. At the end what remains is then just 22n times the coefficient of the
term x1 . . . x2n. Finally the value of S(n) is found simply by dividing the result by 22n.
A simple implementation of this procedure makes 22n evaluations of the polynomial, where
each evaluation costs O(n2) multiplications and additions, for a total cost of O(n222n). The im-
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Data: N number of pairs to be placed
Result: count number of valid sequences
Algorithm Godfrey()
S ← 0;
for X ∈ {+1,−1}2n do
signX ← 1;
for i← 1 to 2n do
signX ← signX ×X(i);
end
prod← 1;
for i← 1 to n do
sum← 0;
for k ← 1 to 2n− i do









Algorithm 5: Godfrey’s algorithm for counting the number of Skolem sequences of order N
plementation can be improved considerably by taking advantage of Gray code ordering of all the
possible settings of X . By using such an ordering the evaluation cost of the polynomial is re-
duced to a linear number additions and multiplications when going from one setting to the next.
Reducing the running time to O(n22n). Further speed ups are achieved by using symmetries in
X ∈ {−1, 1}2n.
There are three types of symmetry to consider. First, X = {x1, . . . , x2n} and its negation
X = {x1 = −x1, . . . , x2n = −x2n}. Second, X = {x1, . . . , x2n} and its reverse
←−
X = {←−x 1 =
x2n, . . . ,
←−x 2n = x1}. Third, X = {x1, x2, . . ., x2n−1, x2n} and the sequence where all the even








Proof. First the product of the X’s is equal to the product of X’s. There are two cases either X
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contains an even number of −1’s, in which case X must contain an even number of −1’s. Or X
contains an odd number of −1’s, in which case X must contain an odd number of −1’s. They






























= (x1x2 + . . .+ x2n−1x2n) . . . (x1xn+1 + . . .+ xnx2n)
= (x2nx2n−1 + . . .+ x2x1) . . . (x2nxn + . . .+ xn+1x1)


















F (n, X̂) when n ≡ 0, 1 ( mod 4)
Proof. First consider the case when n ≡ 0 ( mod 4).
In this case there are an even number of even position in the sequence. Among the even
positions in X , either there are an even number of −1’s, in which case the even positions in X̂
must also contain an even number of −1’s. Or an odd number of the even positions in X are
−1, in which case an odd number of the even positions in X̂ must be −1. In both cases then the







































































































= F (n, X̂)
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Note the (−1) in the fifth line goes away since n = 4m and there are an even number of odd









Next consider the case when n ≡ 1( mod 4).
In this case there are an odd number of even positions in the sequence. Among the even
positions in X , either there are an even number of −1’s, in which case the even positions in X̂
must contain an odd number of −1’s. Or an odd number of the even positions in X are −1,
in which case an even number of the even positions in X̂ must be −1. In both cases then the





Now consider the evaluation of the polynomial. The proof is same as before except that the
(−1) in the fifth line stays since n = 4m + 1 and there are an odd number of odd numbers































The first type of symmetry halves the number of sequences X that need to be considered,
and is valid for all values of n. The second type almost halves the number of sequences, the
exceptions being the palindromic sequences of X . The third type of symmetry cuts the work in
half, however it is only valid when a Skolem pairing exist. That is when n ≡ 0, 1 mod 4, which
are the interesting values of n as we know the other cases there does not exist any such sequence.
Graphic Processing Unit
Traditionally the graphics processing unit, GPU, are used to accelerate parts of the graphics
pipeline, limited to processing independent vertices and fragments. The acceleration is achieved
by processing the data in parallel using the multiple cores available on the GPU. This is espe-
cially effective when processing large number of vertices in the same way. In a sense, GPUs are
processors that operate in parallel by running a single kernel on many records at once. This data
parallel process hides the memory access delay in calculations instead of data caches, making the
GPU ALU-heavy compared to the CPU, as shown in figure 3.3.
This property makes the GPU especially well suited for problems expressed as data paral-
lel computations. Where the data parallel processing maps data elements to parallel processing
threads. Any application that process large data sets in parallel will gain computational speed by
utilizing the parallel processing capability of the GPU. CUDA, Compute Unified Device Architec-
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Figure 3.3: CPU versus GPU architecture. The GPU devotes more transistors to data processing
as apposed to the CPU where more transistors are devoted to data caching and control flow.
ture, by NVIDIAmakes available the computational power of NVIDIA’s GPU for general purpose
computing in this data parallel model. At its core it has three key abstractions, a hierarchy of
thread groups, shared memories, and barrier synchronization.
CUDA splits the device into grids, blocks and threads as shown in figure 3.4. There are a
number of threads in one block and a number of blocks in one grid and a number of grids in one
GPU. A grid is a group of threads all running the same kernel. Grids are composed of blocks.
Where each block is a logical unit containing a number of coordinating threads, with a certain
amount of shared memory. Blocks are composed of threads. Threads are run on the individual
cores of the multiprocessors.
The memory hierarchy is shown in figure 3.4. At the top level it consists of Global memory,
Texture memory, and Constant memory. The global memory is a read and write memory and is
the slowest memory available on the device. Texture memory is a read only memory and it is
cache optimized for 2D spatial access pattern. Constant memory is where constants and kernel
arguments are stored but with cache making it faster than global memory. These three types
of memories are used for communication between the host and device. They are much slower






























Block (0,0) Block (1,0) Block (2,0)
Block (0,1) Block (1,1) Block (2,1)
Block (1,1)
Thread (0,0) Thread (1,0) Thread (2,0) Thread (3,0)
Thread (0,1) Thread (1,1) Thread (2,1) Thread (3,1)
Thread (0,2) Thread (1,2) Thread (2,2) Thread (3,2)
Figure 3.4: NVIDIA CUDA architecture
device have access to three other memory types they are Shared memory, Local memory, and
Registers. Shared memory is used by all threads in a single block for read or write operations.
Threads in the same block can communicate with each other using this shared memory. Local
memory is generally used for whatever does not fit into registers. It is slower than the registers
but they allow automatic coalesced reads and writes. Registers are the fastest memory available
to a thread. One set of register memory is available to each running thread. They are used to
store and retrieve data which are frequently used by the thread. Further details can be found in
the CUDA documentation provided by NVIDIA 2018.
The parallelism available in the GPU makes a natural platform to accelerate combinatorial
counting problems. However it is not an ideal platform as shown by Tiwari et al. 2015 there
are many opportunities for a running program to encounter errors, they include driver bugs,
and hardware induced bit corruptions. There are four types of bit corruption errors which can
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occur. First, the error could have no effect on the output, the corrupted bit was not used in the
computation. Second, there was a single bit error which was corrected by the Error-correcting
code (ECC). Third, the corruption leads to a crash. Fourth type of error there is an incorrect
output. This last type called silent error, is most concerning and should be considered when
using the GPU for general purpose computations.
Results
The algebraic method is used for computing the number Skolem sequences when n =
24, 25, 28, 29 and the number of Langford sequences when n = 27, 28. We implemented the
algorithm on NVIDIA’s CUDA parallel computing platform. The first issue is parallelization.
Since each sum can be computed independently, we can easily split {1,−1}2n sequences into
several independent sets and simply put the result together at the end. To avoid rounding errors
we only allow splitting into log 2 divisible numbers. This splitting is done in two levels, first
across multiple GPU’s, and second with in each GPU. We note that the values for x2n and x2n−1
can be fix due to the first and third symmetries.
symmetry︷ ︸︸ ︷
x2nx2n−1
GPU ′s︷ ︸︸ ︷
x2n−2 . . . x47
threads︷ ︸︸ ︷
x46 . . . x27
︷ ︸︸ ︷
x26 . . . x1
Each GPU kernel is configured to run 220 threads where each thread will compute 226 sums.
The second issue is dealing with ”large” numbers. This problem is handled by carrying out the
calculations modulo number of co-primes, then the actual value is obtained using the chinese
remainder theorem. The last issue to consider are possibility of silent errors. In order to catch
any errors and reduce the possibility of an erroneous result each GPU job was ran twice on
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n A059106 NVIDIA Kepler Time
24 102, 388, 058, 845, 620, 672 1 GPU < day
25 1, 317, 281, 759, 888, 482, 688 4 GPU’s < day
28 3, 532, 373, 626, 038, 214, 732, 032 ∼ 32 GPU’s ∼ 9 days
29 52, 717, 585, 747, 603, 598, 276, 736 ∼ 32 GPU’s ∼ 8 weeks
n A004075
24 204, 776, 117, 691, 241, 344
25 2, 634, 563, 519, 776, 965, 376
28 7, 064, 747, 252, 076, 429, 464, 064
29 105, 435, 171, 495, 207, 196, 553, 472
Table 3.4: Newly computed values for the Skolem sequence.
n A014552 NVIDIA Kepler Time
27 111, 683, 611, 098, 764, 903, 232 ∼ 32 GPU’s ∼ 2 days
28 1, 607, 383, 260, 609, 382, 393, 152 ∼ 32 GPU’s ∼ 9 days
n A176127
27 223, 367, 222, 197, 529, 806, 464
28 3, 214, 766, 521, 218, 764, 786, 304
Table 3.5: Newly computed values for the Langford sequence. L(27) and L(28) have since been
confirmed by Krajecki et al. 2016.
separate GPUs. In case of an error the result would not match, and the job was ran a third time
to establish a match and determine the correct result.
With this geometry when n = 24, S(24) is run on a single card with a running time of less
than a day. When n = 25, S(25) is split into four GPU jobs, and submitted to the HPCC cluster, all
jobs completed in less than a day. When n = 27, L(27) is split into 64 GPU jobs, and submitted
to the HPCC cluster, where 32 jobs were run simultaneously, all jobs completed in about two
days. When n = 28, the computations where split into 256 GPU jobs, submitted to the HPCC
cluster, with 32 simultaneously running jobs. The counts for S(28) and L(28) each completed in
about nine days. When n = 29, the computations where split into 1024 GPU jobs, submitted to
the HPCC cluster. All jobs completed in about eight weeks. The results are summarized in tables
3.4 and 3.5.
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3.3 Approximating the number of Skolem sequences
The best known exact algorithms for counting the number of Skolem sequences take exponential
time. We can relax the exactness requirement and compute an approximate count in polynomial
time. The general approach is to compute the ratio between the number of solutions of the
original problem and a simplified version of the problem whose exact count is easy to find. Then
the count is simply the product of this ratio with the count of the simplified problem. However,
computing the exact ratio is as difficult as counting exactly. Therefore, the ratio is approximated
usingMonte Carlo simulation scheme in the span of the configuration space of all solutions to the
simplified problem. A common issue with increasing problem size is the ratio tends to zero. This
occurs when the numbers of solutions of the original and simplified version of the problem differ
by many orders of magnitudes. To compensate, a set of intermediate problems are introduced










× . . .× |O|
|Sk|
Consider the simple problem of placing n pairs of colored balls into 2n bins, where each pair of
k colored ball are at distance k from each other. It is easy to see there are (2n−1)!
(n−1)! ways to fill
the bins such that color k appears in bins i and i + k. The Skolem sequences are the solutions
to the simplified problem were all the bins are occupied. To create intermediate problems, the

















bin 1 bin 2 bin 3 bin 4 bin 5 bin 6 bin 7 bin 8
2
1 2343 41





bin 1 bin 2 bin 3 bin 4 bin 5 bin 6 bin 7 bin 8
2
1 2 34 341
bin 1 bin 2 bin 3 bin 4 bin 5 bin 6 bin 7 bin 8
2
Figure 3.5: Example configurations when n = 4, with energies 0 to 4.
where β is the reciprocal of the temperature, and the energy of the system, E(C), is the number
of empty bins. Each intermediate problem, Si, is identified with reciprocal temperature βi. At
infinite temperature, β = 0, the function counts the solutions to the simplified problem, that
is Z(0) = (2n−1)!
(n−1)! . At zero temperature, β = ∞, when all bins are occupied, the energy of
the system is at a minimum, E(C) = 0, and Z(β) counts the number Skolem sequences. Let











The expected values of the ratios are approximated using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo proce-
dure. The procedure relies on repeated random sampling. The samples are produced iteratively,
with the distribution of the next sample being dependent only on the current sample. Specifi-
cally, starting with a random placement of balls into bins, at each iteration the algorithm picks
a candidate for the next sample by uniformly at random choosing a color k, and moving pair







and continuing with the candidate as the new sample otherwise rejecting it and continuing with
old sample.
For large values of β, the acceptance rates becomes rather small and the simulations could run
into problems. The situation is improved by using the Parallel Tempering. This technique allows
the system at high temperature to feed new configurations to local optimizer of a system at low
temperature. In effect allowing tunneling between meta stable states to improve convergence
to a global optimum. For details on parallel tempering see the excellent lecture notes by Katz-
graber 2009. To achieve this tunneling, in addition to updating independently the configurations,





In order to make the procedure efficient, the inverse temperatures are chosen such that the
acceptance rates for the configuration exchanges are no smaller than one half. Furthermore,
number of temperatures are limited as having too many systems hampers the rapid exchange of
information from higher to lower temperatures and vice versa.
Results
The procedure is implemented in c++ standard version 11, on a system running Fedora release
version twenty four, compiled with GNU compiler version 6.2. A sample run for n = 12 is shown
in table 3.6, with twelve temperature levels and 224 iterations. The approximation results for the
Skolem and Langford sequences are summarized in tables 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. We run the
procedure for each n several times and take average value of the runs as the approximate value.
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i β W1 W2 E[e] E[zi+1/zi]
1 0 1 0.57 8.60 0.013241
2 0.54 0.82 0.56 7.40 0.0221532
3 1.1 0.64 0.56 6.21 0.0363131
4 1.69 0.48 0.56 5.04 0.056943
5 2.33 0.34 0.57 3.93 0.100785
6 3 0.23 0.57 2.94 0.164186
7 3.73 0.15 0.52 2.03 0.241043
8 4.65 0.098 0.55 1.10 0.437722
9 5.82 0.069 0.70 0.40 0.691262
10 8.1 0.06 0.95 0.04 0.957744
11 16 0.059 0.99 8.89× 10−05 0.999933
12 32 0.059 0.99 4.43× 10−05 0.99997
Table 3.6: A sample run to approximate S(12), W1 is the acceptance of new configuration,








n exact count approximate count error
4 3 3 ∼ 0%
5 5 5 ∼ 0%
8 252 252 ∼ 0%
9 1, 328 1, 328 ∼ 0%
12 227, 968 2.265× 105 ∼ −0.66%
13 1, 520, 280 1.520× 106 ∼ −0.01%
16 700, 078, 384 7.009× 108 ∼ +0.12%
17 6, 124, 491, 248 6.139× 109 ∼ +0.24%
20 5, 717, 789, 399, 488 5.733× 1012 ∼ +0.27%
21 61, 782, 464, 083, 584 6.186× 1013 ∼ +0.12%
24 102, 388, 058, 845, 620, 672 1.026× 1017 ∼ +0.19%
25 1, 317, 281, 759, 888, 482, 688 1.317× 1018 ∼ −0.03%
28 3, 532, 373, 626, 038, 214, 732, 032 3.523× 1021 ∼ −0.27%
29 52, 717, 585, 747, 603, 598, 276, 736 5.294× 1022 ∼ +0.42%
32 2.213× 1026
33 3.614× 1027
Table 3.7: Number of Skolem Sequences, The online encyclopedia of integer sequences sequence
A059106, the approximate value found using MCMC algorithm.
Although we proposed the algorithm without any proof, experimentally we see that the error
found is less than one percent.
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n exact count approximate count error
3 1 1 ∼ 0%
4 1 1 ∼ 0%
7 26 26 ∼ 0%
8 150 150 ∼ 0%
11 17, 792 1.779× 104 ∼ 0%
12 108, 144 1.087× 105 ∼ +0.5%
15 39, 809, 640 3.976× 107 ∼ −0.1%
16 326, 721, 800 3.267× 108 ∼ −0.007%
19 256, 814, 891, 280 2.558× 1011 ∼ −0.38%
20 2, 636, 337, 861, 200 2.621× 1012 ∼ −0.57%
23 3, 799, 455, 942, 515, 488 3.781× 1015 ∼ −0.48%
24 46, 845, 158, 056, 515, 936 4.649× 1016 ∼ −0.7%
27 111, 683, 611, 098, 764, 903, 232 1.115× 1020 ∼ −0.1%
28 1, 607, 383, 260, 609, 382, 393, 152 1.603× 1021 ∼ −0.3%
31 5.381× 1024
32 8.812× 1025
Table 3.8: Number of Langford Sequences, The online encyclopedia of integer sequences sequence
A014552, the approximate value found using MCMC algorithm.
3.4 Conclusions
Godfrey’s algebraic approach to count the number of sequences reduced the computation time
for counting sequences by a factor of nn. This breakthrough enabled researchers to count the
number of sequences beyond n = 17. With the massive parallelism available in the Graphics
Processing Units we were able to extend the count further and obtain the count for all values less
than thirty. With ever improving hardware it may become possible to count S(32) and S(33),
however it is unlikely that exact values could be found using the algebraic method for any values
beyond that. Certainly it will be impossible to count S(64), unless there is another breakthrough.
We proposed an approximation procedure and experimentally observed that the approximate
values found were within one percent of the exact values. We can even find an approximate value




1− CPU 1− CPU 1−GPU multi−GPU
12 1.4sec 0.3sec
13 12sec 1.2sec
16 175.25min 1.38min 0.5sec
17 ∼ 1.28days 6.18min 2.5sec
20 ∼ 7.18hrs 4.08min





Table 3.9: Running times of the backtracking algorithm and Godfrey’s algebraic algorithm for
computing number of Skolem sequences on i7− 3770 intel CPU and NVIDIA Kepler GPU. Back-




Queens of the Night
4.1 Background
The German chess player, Bezzel 1848, asked how can one place eight non-attacking queens on
a chessboard. In the 1850’s this seemingly simple question was popularized and studied by a
number of mathematicians including C.F. Gauss, who is often credited as the originator of the
problem. However, Gauss 1929, only conjectured that there were 72 solutions for the problem
in a letter to the astronomer Schumacher. The first to find all 92 solutions was Nauck 1850, and
Gauss only later commented that it was possible to use brute force computation to show this.
The problem was generalized to n queens by Lionnet 1869, asking for the placement of n
queens on an n × n chessboard. Later Pauls 1874, showed it is always possible to place n non-
attacking queens on an n× n chessboard, for all n > 3, by providing a solution for each residue
class modulo 6. Other general solutions were given by Franel 1894, Tarry 1897, Behmann 1910,
Laparewicz 1912, Sforza 1925, Scheid 1960, and Hoffman, Loessi, and Moore 1969. Sprague 1899,
was the first to give the total number of solutions for n = 4, . . . , 11. Moreover he provided the
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residue class solution
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{(n− 2i, i− 1)|1 ≤ i ≤ n
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− 3}
{(n− 2i− 3, n
2
+ i+ 2)|1 ≤ i ≤ n
2
− 3}
n ≡ 3 mod 6 Place a queen in top right corner of the boardadd the solution for (n− 1)× (n− 1) board to bottom left
Table 4.1: Pauls’ non-attacking n-queens solution. Columns and rows are numbered 1 to n. A
queen in column c and row r, denoted by the pair (c, r).
number of unique solutions for these cases as well. Where solutions are considered unique if they
can not be obtained from one another through rotation or refection of the board. The known exact
values are available in The online encyclopedia of integer sequences, sequence number A000170,
and A002562. The last value, n = 27, for which the exact number of solutions is known was
computed by Preußer and Engelhardt 2017 using FPGA’s taking about eight years to complete.
The n queens problem is not just a recreational puzzle, it has a number of practical applica-
tions in a variety of fields including computer science and physics. Using the solutions for the
n queens problem, Erbas, Tanik, and Nair 1993 devised a memory storage scheme for conflict
free access in parallel memory systems. Li, Guangxi, and Xiao 2004 used n queens solutions in
low-density parity-check codes. Wang et al. 2004 consider applications of n queens solutions
to motion estimation. Dean and Parisi 1998, develop a statistical mechanical model of ”glassy”
phase transitions. Taylor 1991, observed that a weaker variant of the n queens problem, called
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Figure 4.1: From left to right, the attack patterns for Queen, Nightrider, and the Queen of the
night (fairy) chess pieces.
semi-queens problem, is equivalent to the problem of finding the ”Florentine rows” on n symbols.
Semi-queens are queens that do not attack each other if they are in the same northwest-southeast
diagonal. Heden 1993, 1995, 2002, used partial n queens solutions to construct maximal partial
spreads of many sizes in the three-dimensional projective space over the finite field Fq. There
are many other applications as well, for an in depth discussion of the n-queens known results,
generalizations, and open problems see the comprehensive survey by Bell and Stevens 2009.
In this note we consider a variant of the problem called queens of the night. In this version
the queens are more powerful, in addition to the rook and bishop moves they are also endowed
with the ability to move as a nightrider, a piece first envisioned by T. R. Dawson in 1925. The
nightrider is a piece that can move any number of steps as a knight in the same direction, as
shown by figure 4.1. The first to consider the queen of the night piece were Wernli and Syski in
2005. They counted the number of solutions for all boards of size at most 19 × 19. Following
them V. Kotěšovec from 2010 to 2011 counted the solutions for boards of size 20 × 20 to size
at most 28 × 28. Finally, W. Schubert from 2011 to 2012 computed the number of solutions for
boards of size 29× 29 to at most 33× 33. These are reported in The online encyclopedia of integer
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sequences sequence number A102388.
4.2 Counting the number of solutions
Richards 1997, proposed a recursive algorithm based on bit patterns and operations directly sup-
ported by the processor for counting the number of solutions to the non-attacking queens prob-
lem. We extend this elegant procedure to count the number of solutions to the non-attacking
queens of the night problem. Then we employ the symmetry group of the square (D4) to speed
up the computation. In doing so, we not only count all solutions but also all unique solutions,
those exhibiting no symmetry, point symmetry, and rotational symmetry as well.
The procedure is a simple backtracking algorithm that traverses the tree of valid chessboard
states incrementing a counter whenever a solution is found. The root of the tree is the empty
chessboard, a valid partial solution. At each successive level, an additional piece is placed on the
chessboard. Since there can be at most one piece in each row, the children of the root are all the
possible ways of placing the first piece in the first row of the chessboard. Continuing this way
the kth level of the tree contains all valid partial solutions having placed k pieces in the first k
rows of the chessboard. The solutions are all the leaves of this tree at the nth level.
The tree of valid (partial) solutions is explored implicitly in a depth first manner. Each row,
i, of the board is represented by a set of bit patterns each of length n. Each bit vector represents
a type of attack, with 1 in position j indicating square (i, j) is under attack by some previously
placed piece. There are eight possible directions a square can be attacked from. There are four
queens attacks, and four nightrider attacks. First consider the attacks of the queen. The row
attacks are taken care of implicitly, since only one piece is placed in each row. We are left with
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the column, and the sum and difference diagonals. Each of these are represented by a bit pattern.
cols is a bit pattern containing a 1 in position j for each column j that is already occupied. rd
contains a 1 for each position attacked along a right going diagonal, while ld contains a 1 for
each position attacked along a left going diagonal. Next consider the nightrider attacks. There
are two types of diagonals the (2, 1) and (1, 2) diagonals. The first effects every row, these are
represented by bit patterns rd21 and ld21, respectively for right and left going (2, 1)-diagonals.
Containing a 1 for each position under attack along right and left (2, 1)-diagonals. The (1, 2)-
diagonals effect every other row, therefore the odd and even rows are considered separately. The
rdo12 and rde12 bit patterns for the right going diagonals of pieces placed on odd and even rows
respectively. And ldo12 and lde12 bit patterns for the left going diagonals of pieces placed on odd
and even rows respectively. Containing a 1 for each position under attack along the right and
left (1, 2)-diagonals of previously placed pieces in the odd and even rows respectively.
Now the queen of the night attacks are summarized by the bit patterns (ldo12 ∨ ld21 ∨ ld ∨
cols∨rd∨rd21∨rdo12) on an odd numbered row and (lde12∨ ld21∨ ld∨cols∨rd∨rd21∨rde12)
for an even numbered row. These bit patterns contain a 1 in all positions that are under attack
from anywhere. The complement then gives the positions in the current row where a queen of
the night can be placed. Figure 4.2 illustrates how ld, cols, rd, rd21, ld21, rdo12, rde12, ldo12,
and lde12 are used to find where a queen of the night can be placed in the current row without
being attacked by any previously placed pieces. We can let the recursion take care of the parity,
by changing the roles of the odd and even (1, 2)-diagonals in the recursive call. And instead
consider the current, rdc12 and ldc12, and previous, rdp12 and ldp12, rows. In this way we can fix
the bit pattern of possibilities to be poss =∼ (ldc12 ∨ ld21 ∨ ld ∨ cols ∨ rd ∨ rd21 ∨ rdc12).
A loop then iterates over all possibilities, by extracting the rightmost valid position for placing
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Figure 4.2: Finding a unattacked square on the current row to place queen of the night.
a piece in the current row, and eliminating it from consideration in the next iteration of the loop.
This is done cleverly through the use of unary negation, conjunction, and exclusive or operations,
bit = poss ∧ −poss
poss = poss⊕ bit
The recursive call then explores the next state by placing queen of the night in position indicated
by bit in the current row using disjunction, left and right bit shift operators. Exchanging the role
of current and previous (1, 2)-diagonals in the recursive call for the next state, as shown in table
4.2. Finally, the solution count is incremented when the recursion reaches the last row and there
exist an unattacked square. This recursive procedure is outlined in algorithm 6.
Symmetry in the solutions
Algorithm 6 considers all solutions to be distinct. However, there are many solutions that are
related to one another. Consider a horizontal reflection, since there is only a single piece in each
row, the horizontal reflection of every solution is also a valid solution. To take advantage of this
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current state recursive call state
ldp12 (ldc12 ∨ bit)≪ 1
ldc12 ldp12
ld21 (ld21 ∨ bit)≪ 2
ld (ld ∨ bit)≪ 1
cols cols ∨ bit
rd (rd ∨ bit)≫ 1
rd21 (rd21 ∨ bit)≫ 2
rdc12 rdp12
rdp12 (rdc12 ∨ bit)≫ 1
Table 4.2: Update values for the next iteration.
Algorithm Count Boards(depth, ldp12, ldc12, ld21, ld, cols, rd, rdp12, rdc12, rd21)
count← 0;
poss←∼ (ldc12 ∨ ld21 ∨ ld ∨ cols ∨ rd ∨ rd21 ∨ rdc12);
if depth == n then
return (poss?1 : 0)
else
while poss do
bit = −poss ∧ poss;
poss = poss⊕ bit;
count = count+ Count Boards(depth+ 1,
((ldc12 ∨ bit)≪ 1), (ldp12), ((ld21 ∨ bit)≪ 2),
((ld ∨ bit)≪ 1), (cols ∨ bit), ((rd ∨ bit)≫ 1),




Algorithm 6: Recursive procedure for counting number of solutions for the non-attacking
queens of the night problem, using bit patterns techniques.
and reduce the search space by half it is enough to require the piece in the second row to always
be placed in a column after the column in which piece in the first row appears. This simple and
easily implementable observation reduces the work in half.
What about other symmetries? Notice there are four rotations and four reflections that trans-





, or 2π radians. The four reflections are found by reflecting horizontally or vertically across the










Figure 4.3: Symmetry group of a square. The dihedral group D4.
tions define the symmetry group of the square and are known as the dihedral group of order eight,
D8, or dihedral group of degree four, D4, and is defined by {R,S|R4 = S2 = I, RS = SR3},
where R is a rotation of π
2
radians, and S is the reflection. Figure 4.3 shows the dihedral group
D4.
The rotations and reflections of the dihedral group D4 will act on any solution by reflecting
or rotating the positions of each individual queen of the night on the chessboard. In particular
any application of these actions to a solution for the queens of the night problem will created
a valid solution to the problem as well. Then a natural question to ask is for a given solution
how many distinct solutions are produced by actions of D4 on it? Abstract algebra tells us that
the number of distinct solutions generated by a group action must divide the order of the group.
Since the dihedral groupD4 has order eight, the number of distinct solutions found by its actions
on a solution is either one, two, four, or eight. Since there are no two pieces in the same row,
column, or diagonal applying any of the reflections will produce a new solution distinct from our
original solution, not necessarily distinct from each other. So the set of distinct solutions can not
have order one. We are left with three types of solutions, those that give rise to two, four, or eight
distinct solutions.
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The first group, rotationally symmetric, are solutions that exhibit a 90◦ rotational symmetry.
That is rotating the solution by ±π
2
will result in the same solution. This type of solution only
has two distinct form, I = R = R2 = R3 = R4 and S = SR = SR2 = SR3. The second group,
point symmetric, are solutions that exhibit a 180◦ rotational symmetry, and do not exhibit 90◦
rotational symmetry. This is equivalent to reflection through a point in the center of the board,
and hence its name. Any such solution will have four distinct forms, I = R2 = R4, R = R3,
S = SR2, and SR = SR3. Lastly, there are solution that exhibit no symmetry, non-symmetric,
they have eight distinct forms, I = R4, R, R2, R3, S, SR, SR2, and SR3.
For an n × n chessboard, we call a set of solutions unique, U(n), if they are all inequivalent
under the group of symmetries of the chessboard. Then the number of unique solutions is
U(n) = N(n) + P (n) +R(n)
whereN(n) are the non-symmetric, P (n) are the point symmetric, andR(n) are the rotationally
symmetric solutions. Furthermore, the count of all solutions, A(n) is
A(n) = 8N(n) + 4P (n) + 2R(n)
For example see figure 4.4 when n = 13, U(13) = 11 and A(13) = 78.
To benefit from the symmetry we need to search in away that consider a single solution in
each orbit. For this, it is enough to consider the arrangement of pieces around borders of the
chessboard, that is the first and last rows and columns of the board. There are two cases, either
there are three pieces, or there are four pieces around the edges of the chessboard, as shown in
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I R R2 R3 S RS R2S R3S
Figure 4.4: The 78 solutions for the n = 13 non-attacking queens of the night. Eleven of which
are unique solutions, all other solutions are obtained by rotation and reflection of these funda-
mental boards. I is the identity (original board), R is a rotation of quarter turn to the right and S
horizontal reflection of the board. There are nine solutions that exhibit no symmetry, one that is
point symmetric, and one that is rotationally symmetric. A(n) = 8∗N(n)+4∗P (n)+2∗R(n),
hence, A(13) = 8 ∗ 9 + 4 ∗ 1 + 2 ∗ 1 = 78.
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Figure 4.5: Possible arrangement of queens of the night around the border of the chessboard.
figure 4.5.
The first case, there is a queen of the night in a corner. These solutions exhibit no symmetry,
and the actions of D4 will result in eight distinct solutions. The second case, there is a queen of
the night along each edge of the chessboard. In this case it is possible for a solution to have no
symmetry, point symmetry, or rotational symmetry. Hence, once a solution is generated it must
be checked to which type of symmetry group it belongs. Furthermore, we still need to avoid
generating a solution in the orbit of a previously considered solution. In most case this is done
though the placement of pieces around the borders of the chessboard. In the first case, when
there is a queen of the night in a corner, the the placement of piece in the second row is used to
impose a limitation on the placement of the piece in the second column. In the second case, the
placement of a piece in the first row is used to impose limits on the pieces that appear in the first
and last column, and the piece in the last row. In most cases this will avoid generating a solution
that is in the orbit of a previously generated one. However there are still cases that fall through.
In which case we need to check if this solution was considered previously. To do this we consider
a solution to be new only if it is in its canonical form i.e. smallest form.
The running time of the three implementations are shown in table 4.3, for 20 ≤ n < 30. As
expected using only the horizontal reflection will gain us a factor of two in speed. Using the
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n simple mirror D4
20 0.779 secs 0.357 secs 0.206 secs
21 3.169 secs 1.495 secs 0.832 secs
22 13.443 secs 6.483 secs 3.508 secs
23 59.024 secs 29.213 secs 15.300 secs
24 4.506 mins 2.252 mins 1.157 mins
25 29.395 mins 10.534 mins 5.456 mins
26 97.561 mins 50.127 mins 26.280 mins
27 8.422 hrs 4.243 hrs 2.225 hrs
28 20.728 hrs 10.837 hrs
29 2.415 days
Table 4.3: Timing runs of the three version. Running on intel i7− 3520M CPU. The basic imple-
mentation, the implementation using horizontal symmetry, and implementation taking advan-
tage of symmetry group of square.
symmetry group of square almost gives a factor four speed up over the basic approach. One half
of what we expected this is due to the extra cost of all the checks that need to be done. However
still almost twice as fast as just considering only the simple mirror symmetry. For board sizes
n ≥ 30, the computation is distributed by setting the pieces in the first few rows. In particular
in the case of n = 33 the first three rows are preset, and for n = 34 the first four rows are preset.
The result of the counts are shown in table 4.4.
4.3 Approximating the number of solutions
In this section we consider a Markov Chain Monte Carlo procedure for approximately counting
the number solutions. The basic idea is to compute the ratio between the number of solutions of
our problem to some simplified version of the problem whose exact count is easily obtainable.
The count is simply the product of this ratio with the count of the simplified problem.
We number the rows of the chessboard from 1 at the top to n at the bottom, and the columns
from 1 on left to n on the right. Each square on the chessboard is referred to by a pair (j, i),
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n A(n) U(n) N(n) P (n) R(n)
10 4 1 0 1 0
11 44 6 5 1 0
12 6 2 0 1 1
13 78 11 9 1 1
14 8 1 1 0 0
15 16 3 1 2 0
16 18 5 0 4 1
17 234 37 26 2 9
18 124 18 13 5 0
19 468 66 51 15 0
20 516 67 62 5 0
21 882 124 99 20 5
22 2, 092 268 255 13 0
23 7, 068 909 858 51 0
24 22, 794 2, 866 2, 834 29 3
25 85, 456 10, 771 10, 598 163 10
26 275, 732 34, 513 34, 420 93 0
27 974, 048 122, 005 121, 507 498 0
28 3, 698, 242 462, 413 462, 153 249 11
29 14, 120, 996 1, 766, 316 1, 763, 950 2, 332 34
30 59, 531, 852 7, 442, 022 7, 440, 941 1, 081 0
31 252, 272, 512 31, 537, 537 31, 530, 591 6, 946 0
32 1, 163, 430, 462 145, 431, 308 145, 426, 333 4, 924 51
33 5, 229, 256, 232 653, 671, 854 653, 642, 266 29, 464 124
34 25, 844, 576, 040 3, 230, 585, 052 3, 230, 558, 958 26, 094 0
Table 4.4: Count for all solutions, unique solutions, non symmetric solutions, point symmet-
ric solutions, and rotationally symmetric solutions for non-attacking queen of night problem.
A(n) = 8N(n) + 4P (n) + 2R(n) and U(n) = N(n) + P (n) +R(n).
where the first entry refers to the row number and the second to its column number. In this way
a solution is represented by a list of pairs. Since theremust be a queen of the night in each row and
column, we have {(ρ(1), 1), (ρ(2), 2), . . . , (ρ(n), n)}, or simply {ρ(1), ρ(2), . . . , ρ(n)} instead of
listing each pair explicitly. This is a mapping of the columns to the rows of the chessboard.
Furthermore it is a permutation of the first n integers. For instance a solution for n = 10 is
simply written as {3, 6, 9, 1, 4, 7, 10, 2, 5, 8}.
























Figure 4.6: The six functions must be injective in order for the first n integers to represent a valid
solution to the non-attacking Queens of the Night problem.
ρ(i) + i ̸= ρ(j) + j, ρ(i) − i ̸= ρ(j) − j, ρ(i) + 2i ̸= ρ(j) + 2j, ρ(i) − 2i ̸= ρ(j) − 2j,
2ρ(i)+ i ̸= 2ρ(j)+ j, and 2ρ(i)− i ̸= 2ρ(j)− j. The first two conditions are the diagonal attacks
of the queen, simply stating that at most one piece may be place along each diagonal. Each
square, (ρ(i), i), is covered by two diagonals of the chessboard, these are the kth sum diagonal,
ρ(i) + i, and the kth difference diagonal, ρ(i) − i. Additionally we need to consider the attacks
of the nightrider. These are four additional (hopping) diagonal attacks, the two sum diagonals,
ρ(i) + 2i, and 2ρ(i) + i; and the two difference diagonals, ρ(i)− 2i and 2ρ(i)− i. Each of these
nightrider diagonals can contain at most a single piece. In other words a permutation ρ of the
first n integers is a solution for the n× n non-attacking queens of the night problem if and only
if f1(i) = ρ(i) + i, f2(i) = ρ(i) − i, f3(i) = ρ(i) + 2i, f4(i) = ρ(i) − 2i, f5(i) = 2ρ(i) + i, and
f6(i) = 2ρ(i)− i are all injective functions.
Now the problem is to count the number of permutations, ρ, of the first n integers such
that the functions f1, . . . , f6 are all injective. The simplified version of the problem then is any
permutation, and its count is simply n!. However, from the known exact values we see that the
counts for the original and simplified version of the problem differ bymany orders of magnitudes,
therefore this ratio tends to zero. To compensate, a set of intermediate problems are introduced
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To create intermediate problems, the configurations are associated with a statistical system with





where β is the reciprocal of the temperature, and the energy of the system,E(C), is the number of
collisions. For instance, the permutation ρ = {3, 6, 9, 10, 4, 7, 1, 2, 5, 8} has energy seven, since
there are seven collision, namely f1(4) = f1(9), f2(3) = f2(4), f2(7) = f2(8), f3(3) = f3(7),
f3(4) = f3(8), f4(2) = f4(4), and f4(7) = f4(9). Each intermediate problem, Si, is identifiedwith
reciprocal temperature βi. At infinite temperature, β = 0, the function counts all permutations,
that is Z(0) = n!. At zero temperature, β = ∞, when energy of the system is at a minimum,












The expected values of the ratios are approximated using repeated random sampling. Starting
with a random permutation, ρ, at each iteration two random indices are chosen, i and j, the next
candidate permutation is then the same as ρ with ρi and ρj swapped. The new permutation is
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n exact count approximate count error
28 3, 698, 242 3.6988× 106 ∼ 0.01%
29 14, 120, 996 1.41336× 107 ∼ 0.08%
30 59, 531, 852 5.9597× 107 ∼ 0.1%
31 252, 272, 512 2.5238× 108 ∼ 0.04%
32 1, 163, 430, 462 1.1638× 109 ∼ +.02%
33 5, 229, 256, 232 5.2294× 109 ∼ 0.002%
34 25, 844, 576, 040 2.5839× 1010 ∼ 0.02%
Table 4.5: Approximate number of solution for the Queens of the Night problem





For large values of β, the acceptance rates becomes rather small and the simulations could
run into problems. The situation is remedied by allowing systems at high temperature to feed
configurations to local optimizer of systems with lower temperature. In effect allowing tunneling
between meta stable states to improve convergence to a global optimum. Neighboring configu-





The result of the approximation is shown in table 4.5. The approximate values are averaged
over several runs. The counts are less than one percent of the actual count for the known values.
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4.4 Conclusions
Using a backtracking procedure we counted the number of solutions for the non attacking queens
of the night problem for all board sizes up to 34×34. By taking advantage of the symmetry group
of the square we not only count all solutions but also the unique solution, those that exhibit no
symmetry, point symmetry, and rotational symmetry as well. We have verified the count up to
and including boards of size 32 × 32. And have found a new count for board size of 33 × 33,
previously counted byW. Schubert in 2012. Although we do not knowwhich value is correct, we
like to note that the previous known value is inconsistent with values for the point symmetric
and rotationally symmetric solutions for this board size which have been verified independently.
Additionally we proposed an approximation procedure and experimentally observed that the
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